INTRODUCTION
The detection of the relic neutrinos is of fundamental importance. These neutrinos have a very low average energy E ν = 0.00055 eV, which corresponds to a temperature of T = 1.95 0 K. We know that there exist three non degenerate neutrino mass eigenstates with mass squared differences known from neutrino oscillation experiments. The resulting mass differences are less than ≈ 0.05 eV, so that they cannot be resolved in the planned nuclear experiments. The mass scale for these neutrinos is not known, but we will take to be m ν = 1eV. So all neutrinos are non relativistic. The possibility of detecting these neutrinos in their scattering with a 3 H in the KATRIN experiment has been proposed [1] [2] [3] . In this note we will consider the possibility of detecting relic antineutrinos in an exothermic reaction, induced electron capture, e.g.:
where Z is, as usual, the charge of the nucleus and Z e is the number of electrons in the atom. In studying this process, which will be called antineutrino absorption, we will try to adopt a more realistic approach than previously [4] [5] [6] , exploiting recent experimental developments in Penning Trap Mass Spectrometry (PT-MS) and cryogenic micro-calorimetry (MC).
THE FORMALISM
Let us measure all energies from the ground state of the final nucleus and assume that ∆ is the mass difference of the two neutral atoms. Let us consider a transition to the final state with energy E x . The cross section for a neutrino 1 of given velocity υ and kinetic energy E ν is given by:
where b the binding energy of the electron 2 . Clearly E x + b ≥ ∆ + m ν . The number of events per unit time per nucleus is:
with n ν (r 0 ) the density of neutrinos in our vicinity. These neutrinos are expected to be non relativistic gravitationally bound. This density is expected to be much higher [7] , [8] than the relic neutrino density ≺ n ν ≻. Let us suppose further that the distribution of these neutrinos is f (E ν ). Then we can write N ≡ N (ν − absorption) as follows:
with ξ = n ν (r 0 )/ ≺ n ν ≻ the enhancement of the neutrino density due to gravity. Since the neutrinos are bound their velocity distribution is expected to be a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution:
with a characteristic velocity
The numerical value was obtained using an average kinetic neutrino energy of ǫ ν = 5.0 × 10 −4 eV and a neutrino mass m ν ≈1eV. i.e. higher than the corresponding value of kT 0 = 1.5 × 10 −4 eV the relic background. Thus we get for neutrino capture:
This must be compared to the electron capture rate to the final state with energy E 
Thus the ratio of antineutrino absorption to standard electron capture rates becomes:
We purposely chose E ′ x = E x since for the usual electron capture the final nuclear energy must be smaller than ∆ − b, but as we have for antineutrino absorption it must be greater than ∆ − b + m ν . The phase space advantage of the antineutrino absorption is lost due to the kinematics and, especially, the neutrino energy distribution. One may, therefore, seek some special conditions:
For ǫ << kT 0 , we get
• The antineutrino absorption proceeds as above. The electron capture, however, now takes from a different orbit with binding energyb. The
To-day the neutrinos are non relativistic, due to their finite mass, with an average energy of about 5.0 × 10 −4 eV (the rotational velocity in the galaxy cluster must be higher than the rotational velocity in our neighborhood in the galaxy). Using ≺ n ν ≻= 56 cm −3 , ∆ − E ′ x −b = 100 keV, ǫ ≈ kT 0 ≈ 10 −3 eV we find:
Thus, assuming nuclear matrix elements of the same order, in the first case discussed above we find:
If however the neutrino density in our vicinity is enhanced, essentially considering gravitational clustering as a byproduct of the clustering of dark matter [9] or assuming that the neutrino overdensity is analogous to the baryon overdensity in galaxy clusters [7] , one can have ξ as high as ξ = 10 6 . Thus we get a substantial gain:
This, however, relies on a fine tuning of the parameter ǫ, hard to meet in practice.
• The presence of a resonance. Let us suppose that there is a resonance in the final nucleus at an energy ǫ above the value ∆ − b + mν with a width Γ = ǫ(1 + δ), δ << 1 given by:
δ is introduced so that through this resonance the ordinary electron capture may also proceed. Then, after integrating from
with
where
The behavior of this function is exhibited in Fig. 1 . We should note for a resonance in this region ordinary electron capture also becomes possible. Then Eq. 8 becomes:
Thus we get:
The behaviour of function Λ(ǫ/ǫ 0 , δ) is exhibited in Fig. 2 . We conclude this section by noting that the average energy available for de-excitation after ordinary electron capture is ∆ − b −ǫ,ǫ = ǫ 
SOME RESULTS
For ≺ n ν ≻= 56cm −3 and kT 0 = 10 −3 eV we find
Let us imagine that ǫ = 0.4 keV. From Fig. 3 we find • ǫ = 0.1 keV. • ǫ = 50 eV obtained [5] for Q = 2.3, 2.5 and 2.8 keV respectively for the target 163 Ho and much higher [1] than 6.6 × 10 −24 for tritium beta decays. When δ becomes zero the electron capture is forbidden. In this case one must evaluate the nuclear matrix element and ≺ φ e ≻ 2 in order to obtain the rate. As an example we can consider the decay of 157 Tb to the excited state of 157 Gd with the energy 54.5 keV. The ∆-value between the ground states is in the region from 60 to 63 keV [10] . The level scheme appropriate forν absorption is given in Fif. 4. Therefore the decay energy to the excited
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The levels accessible toν absorption must be above ∆ − b, but for ordinary capture below. From the latter of particular interest is the level just below this value by an amount δ. In this case through a nuclear resonance with appropriate width one may have both neutrino absorption and electron capture to that state. The ratio of the corresponding rates is discussed in the text.
state of 54.5 keV is equal to Q = ∆ − 54.5 = 5.5 − 8.5 keV which gives a range of -2.5 to +0.5 keV for the value of Q + mν − b L . Thus the resonance conditions for the antineutrino absorption by 157 Tb can appear. The exact direct measurement of mass differences ∆ by the Penning Trap Mass Spectrometry (PT-MS) [12] should show how strong this resonance is. Let us assume that the excitation energy for antineutrino capture is 0.1 keV. Then Eq. (19) gives N/(N (e-capture)) = 4 × 10 −9 assuming ξ = 10 6 . The nuclide 157 Tb can be produced in the reactor with the neutron flux of 10 15 n/(cm 2 s) on the target of the enriched 50 mg 156 Dy with the production scheme
A few years of irradiation in the reactor will give a number of 157 Tb at the level of 10 19 atoms. In order to estimate the decay rate from the ground state of 157 Tb to the excited state of 54.5 keV in 157 Gd the ratios of phase-space factors, electron densities and nuclear matrix elements should be known for both transitions. Let us note that only L-capture to the excited state should be taken into account because this only provides the resonant condition from the energy point of view. Calculation of the electron densities at the origin (atomic wave functions squared) gives [13] for the ratios of K-to L-capture a value of 7.36, which favors the ground state transition. The value of the nuclear matrix elements it is not well known. It is known that both the initial and the final nuclear systems are deformed. Gd, for which a nuclear calculation exists [15] . The comparison is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Short of a detailed nuclear calculation, we will thus assume that
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We show the level scheme of a nucleus relevant forν capture (a) and a beta decaying nucleus with similar structure, for which a calculation for the relevant nuclar matrix elements exists. In our notation the first number is the spin-parity of the state, while the band head K is the second quantum number closed in parenthesis. For the other quantum numbers see the well known text [14] . We notice the similarity of the quantum numbers involved in the two systems. the one body transition matrix elements are the same in both systems. The total nuclear ME can be expressed in terms of these via geometric factors, see e.g. Eq. (6.9), p. 409 of the well known text [14] . This way we find the geometric factors favor the excited state of our system relative to the ground state by almost a factor of two. In the case of the A=155 system we see the opposite [15] , i.e. the gs is favored by almost a factor of two. Thus we may conclude that the two nuclear matrix elements involved in our system are about the same. In order to estimate the branching ratio we find it convenient to express it as follows:
where the first factor is given by Eq. (19). For ǫ =50 eV the first factor becomes ≈ 10 −13 ξ. Furthermore we adopt the view that the branching ratio for L-capture to the 54-keV state is smaller than that dictated by the phase-space factor by a factor of 10. The obtained branching ratios are presented in table II.
For example for ǫ = 50eV, δ = 0.02 we getǫ = 6 eV. Then T ν =ǫ − m ν = 5 eV. We thus get for the second factor:
(1/10) 5/10 4 2 = 2.5 × 10
where 10 4 eV is the K-capture energy to the ground state of 157 Gd. Thus with ǫ =50 eV, m ν = 1eV and ξ = 10 6 we get a branching ratio of between 1.46 × 10 −15 and 1.95 × 10 −15 , depending on δ , i.e. between 150-200 events per year with 2.6 m-gr of source, a reasonably high value. Note, however, that this value crucially depends on the resonance condition the strength of which can be detetermined by the measurements with the PT-MS. Let's assume that the method of MicroCalorimetry (MC) [16] could be used for identification of the relic antineutrino absorption. A measure should be the calorimetric spectrum of atomic and nuclear de-excitation after the end of the process. In this spectrum the peak corresponding to the L-capture to the 54.5-keV excited state of 157 Gd should be situated at 54.5 + b L ≈ 62.5 keV. The antineutrino absorption contribution should be observed at the tail of this peak. Other expected peaks in the spectrum are: at ≈ 8 and 50.2 keV (respectively from the L-and K-capture to the ground state of 157 Gd) and ≈ 1.5 and 56 keV (from M-capture to the ground and to 54-keV excited state). All of these mentioned peaks are far from the peak 62.5 keV of interest,which is outermost peak in the bolometric spectrum. This is a big advantage of the micrlocalorimetry method in the sense that the needed definitely assigned peaks can be quite well separated with the precision of a few eV [16] . However the disadvantage is a high pile-up background which appears when the source is too intensive. Even a multiple pixel structure of detector can require a smaller intensity of the 157 Tb-source than that used in our above estimations. Thus, in order to be able to consider the 157 Tb as an appropriate candidate for testing the relic antineutrino absorption, one should, first of all, precisely measure the ∆-value by means of PT-MS. This is feasible by the new generation of PT's [12] . Then, the development of MC, diminishing the pile-up background and increasing the energy resolution, should be envisaged.
DISCUSSION
We have seen that, since the characteristic energy of the relic neutrino distribution is small, kT 0 ≈ 10 −3 eV, the antineutrino absorption is favored compared to electron capture, provided that the excitation energy is small, i.e. ǫ = E x − (∆ − b) a few times kT 0 . This excited state is not available to the ordinary electron capture. Thus the possible experimental signature is the γ ray following the de-excitation of the nucleus and/or the observation of photons following the deexcitation of the atom. We have found that, if there exists a resonance centered around (∆ − b + ǫ + m ν ), with a width ǫ(1 + δ), there can be a relatively large rate for antineutrino absorption. Unfortunately, however, for δ = 0 the same mechanism feeds the ordinary electron capture to the state just below (∆ − b + mν) with a rate not completely suppressed. One may be able to explore experimentally the fact that, if the final state is populated by electron capture, the average energy available for de-excitation is ∆ − b − ǫ It is amusing to note that, in the presence of the gravitational enhancement, one can achieve a ratio of rates for neutrino absorption to ordinary electron capture greater than unity, λ a /λ c ≥ 1, for Γ/ǫ − 1 ≤ 10 −10 .
CONCLUSIONS
The possibility of observing the cosmic relic neutrinos by their absorption in a nucleus strongly depends on the mass and the beta-decay properties of the target nuclide as well as on the sensitivity and energy precision of the experimental method. The smallest decay energies which have been preferred and considered so far are associated with tritium and 187 Re in the beta-decay sector, i.e. neutrino absorption, and 163 Ho in the electron-capture sector, i.e. anineutrino absorption. These nuclides, especially tritium and holmium, have been tested as possible candidates for such investigations. A detailed analysis, however, shows that the expected absorption events are very small, considering the feasible amount of a target material, and, for all practical purposes, are not expected to be observed in the near future. In this article we have introduced the resonant mechanism of the relic antineutrino absorption. This becomes possible whenever the atomic mass difference is equal to the binding energy of one of the captured electrons, specifically when the excitation energy of the daughter state is equal to the relic antineutrino total energy which eventually is equal to the neutrino rest mass. It was shown that, if the resonant conditions for the antineutrino absorption are met, a considerable enhancement of the associated rates can be obtained, which paves the way towards the experimental observation. The crucial point here is whether such very rigorous energy balance is fulfilled in reality. Obviously, neither tritium and rhenium nor holmium, mentioned above, are appropriate for the appearance of such a resonance. Hunting for appropriate candidates led us consider the case of decay of 157 Tb (71 y) to the excited state of 157 Gd with an energy of 54.5 keV. The energy of the L-transition to this state is not known and presumably ranges from minus 2.5 keV to plus 0.5 keV. Thus such a resonance may appear. The strength of the resonance depends on the exact value of this energy around zero. The calculations done for the set of excitations of daughter nuclide 157 Gd with the excitation energies from ǫ = 50 to 500 eV (above the 54.5 keV) shows that the ratio probabilities of relic antineutrino absorption to the ordinary electron L-capture ranges from 10 −7 to 10 −10 , on the optimistic assumption of the gravitational enhancement of the relic neutrinos density by a factor of 10 6 . Rough estimations show that the possible number of relic antineutrino capture events could reach a level of hundreds per year for ǫ= 50 eV with a quite reasonable amount of the produced target nuclide ( 157 Tb). The terbium nuclides suit for exploration with both the Penning Trap Mass Spectrometry (PT-MS) and the Micro-Calorimetry (MC). The former should provide an answer to the question of how strong the resonance enhancement is expected, whereas the latter should analyze the bolometric spectrum in the tail of the peak corresponding to L-capture to the excited state in order to observe the relic antineutrino events. Thus, further considerations of the suitability of 157 Tb for relic antineutrino detection via the resonant enhancement should be forwarded to the PT-MS and MC teams.
